
LECTURE 4
ENGLISH WRITING : SYNONYMY
DR.HERLINA JAYADIANTI.ST.MT



5 SIMPLE WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR 
WRITTEN ENGLISH

Expand your vocabulary

Master English spelling

Read regularly

Improve your grammar : Grammar is very important because it improves the quality 
of your writing. Always use the appropriate tense and remember to use punctuation. 
Punctuation is a great way to make your writing clear and fluent.

Just do it



Mahasiswa 
harus bisa 
menulis . 
(Titik)



..it was dark and stormy..
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I’m very busy doing things i don’t need to do

In order to avoid

Doing anything I’m actually supposed to be doing
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HOW TO START?

I HATE WRITING



REASONS FOR NOT WRITING

• I don’t have any time for writing

• I can’t write in my room

• I don’t have an idea to write

• My english is poor

• I am not ambitious

• I am too tired when I get home to do any writing

• I recent giving up so much of my personal time

• .......etc
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HOW TO WRITE



...long road...?
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Today Not Tomorrow

Self-Discipline

Passion

Feel the energy that 
comes from focusing on 

what excites you
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CITATION INDEX SERVICES
Web of Science (ISI) 

Elsevier (SCOPUS)

DOAj

Google Scholar
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SYNONYMY



Words that have the same or nearly the same 

meaning.

EXAMPLES:

Wet= moist, damp

Big=large, huge

Smart= intelligent, clever





•appetizing

•delectable

•flavorful

•luscious

•pungent

•savory

•spicy

•yummy

•delish

•divine

•flavorsome

•flavory

•full-flavored

•good-tasting

•heavenly

•mellow

•palatable

•piquant

•sapid

•scrumptious

•sugar-coated

•sweetened

•tasteful



EXAMPLE

The tomatoes are filled with a tasty stuffing and then baked.

They are very large and tasty, and the cook knows well how to serve them.

Appetite does not need to be goaded by tasty dishes; it does not need to be 
goaded at all.



•assume

•consider

•determine

•expect

•feel

•guess

•judge

•realize

•Understand

•suppose

•imagine







I think it’s time to be happy again



•cordial

•ducky

•fair

•friendly

•good

•kind

•lovely

•okay

•superior

•swell

•welcome

•winning

•admirable 



EXAMPLE

Rained lightly last night, and we had a nice shower this morning.

"Nice place to study in, sir," said Thompson, as we walked along.

It's nice to be so tired, and to know one can sleep as long as one wants.

She was nice and friendly to us today

I am a nice person

Nice to meet you

Are you a nice person?





EXAMPLE

I was glad to meet the party again, although we were in a bad position.

It’s just a bad day not a bad life

Its been a really bad day





EXAMPLE

Big data

Big dream

Big word

Big sale



I LOVE YOU







EXAMPLE

Keep smiling you are beautiful





EXAMPLE

Why is mom is so tired?







EXAMPLE





•cheerful

•contented

•delighted

•ecstatic

•elated

•glad

•joyful

•joyous

•jubilant

•lively

•merry

•overjoyed

•peaceful

•pleasant

•pleased

•thrilled

•upbeat 



EXAMPLE

She left me more composed and happy than I have been for many days.

When they do not disturb him with earthly medicines, he is quiet and happy.

In these solitary tours he was busy and happy, working and playing.

His own situation was described as happy as it could be in a foreign land.





WHAT CAN I SAY INSTEAD OF ON THE OTHER 
HAND?

On the contrary, contrarily, notwithstanding, but, however, nevertheless, in spite of, in 
contrast, yet, on one hand, on the other hand, rather, or, nor, conversely, at the same 
time, while this may be true



•It seems like a great building, on the other hand, you are 

displacing a lot of animals by building it.

•On the other hand, maybe buying a large dog wasn’t such a good 

idea.

•I am glad that we decided to go away for the weekend. On the 

other hand, it would have been nice to get some things done at 

home.

•On the one hand, you have a big wedding. But on the other 

hand, a small wedding would be more intimate.

•On the one hand, I feel guilty for not inviting him. On the other 

hand, he always makes a fool of himself.

•On the other hand, maybe you should just stay home tonight. 





RESEARCH : diligent and systematic inquiry or investigation 

into a subject in order to discover or revise facts, theories, 

applications, etc.: 



EXAMPLE

There will always be some bright students who can 
help him in his research work.





EXAMPLE

Analysis searched every wound of humanity, in order to expose its horror.

He punched the private wire to Analysis for the fourth time that morning.

Analysis, first of all, and egotism, and therefore no faith.

Analysis and record, for future use, of lessons learned by experience.

Let him try, and if he fail, then let him study my Analysis as given below.

Expository writing is commonly divided into Definition and Analysis.

Analysis of samples of pure and broken colors in cloths and flowers.

Analysis showed that the powders were an acetanilid mixture.

Analysis—the resolution of a complex whole into its component elements.





EXAMPLE

Martin began to review the course of his own past, and smiled 
bitterly.

"I hope they'll like it, the people who review it," she answered.

He once began a review of George Eliot's biography, but left it 
unfinished.







PROGRAMMER?

Engineer

Computer specialist



The programmer uses simplified, descriptive language with which he is 
already familiar to obtain reports swiftly and efficiently.

Statements about the application which were written by the programmer 
are being translated internally to machine-coded language.

This system provides the programmer with a packaged means of 
accomplishing input and output requirements.

One programmer is now engaged full time preparing more programs.

One person serves as operator and programmer (for simple jobs).

The programmer is thus able to examine the machine states at each 
step.

These mnemonic symbols aid the programmer by representing the 
instruction in an easily remembered form.

The assembly program does the address bookkeeping for the 
programmer.

The programmer may specify that certain variables and constants are 
"systems" variables and constants.





SYNONYMS-TEST

What is a synonym for the word “nice”?

What is a synonym for the word “cheerful”?

What is a synonym for the word “walk”?

What is a synonym for the word “impolite”?

What is a synonym for the word “honest”?



THANK YOU


